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Frequently Asked Questions 

 
 

What is a “Performance Plate”? 

Equine Catalyst Performance Plate is a Whole Body Vibration (WBV) system designed specifically for horses. It is 

based on an aluminum and stainless structure with engineered motor placement for optimal vibration benefits. The 

Performance Plate design allows for variable frequency adjustments which target different joints and muscles on a 

horse. 

What are the benefits of a “Performance Plate”? 

Whole Body Vibration has many benefits. Many scientific studies have been conducted on humans and horses, 

documenting the benefits of vertical vibration for therapy, injury recovery, joint and connective tissue growth 

stimulation, fast twitch muscle stimulation and performance training. Specific examples are: increased hoof growth, 

recovery from founder, maintaining muscle mass due to limited mobility, tendon/connective tissue recovery, 

increased sprint power, low oxygen demand warm-ups and cool-downs and many more. It has also been reported to 

help stimulate digestion tract movement and help prevent the onset of colic. 

What is the difference in the “Performance Plate” and other vibration products on the 

market? 

The Performance Plate design is based on vertical and gyrational movements to specifically mimic a horse’s stride as 

well as take advantage of the vertical vibration benefits. The majority of the benefits, according to scientific studies, 

are based on vertical vibrations. Other competing products either do not utilize vertical vibration, use very little, or 

some even use too much. It is necessary to target a specific G-Force range to ensure the horse is benefiting from 

training sessions and it is even more important that certain G-Forces are not exceeded which would cause negative 

effects, which could lead to lameness. The Performance Plate power is matched to the physics of the horse, 

specifically targeting the optimal G-Force range.  

Can I use the “Performance Plate” for training (human)? 

No, the Performance Plate is designed to achieve optimal results with horses. The G-Forces exerted on a human from 

the Performance Plate would exceed the recommended values and would cause negative effects. A human 

Performance Plate is being designed, but it is currently not in production.  

How do I use the “Performance Plate”. 

View the “Instructions for Use” Document for directions on usage. 

 

 


